The X-MINIMAX2 is expertly designed to be ultra portable and precisely engineered to deliver a superior sound. With a simple twist and lift, the capsule-shaped design reveals a pair of stereo speakers. These stylish speakers, which can also be used individually, pop open to reveal the patented accordion-like bass xpansion system (BXS) which successfully mimics the resonance of a sub woofer.

**Connecting Cable**
They come with a connecting cable which is also used to charge the speakers using a USB port, and a 3.5mm audio jack that will fit most Mp3 Players and any Notebook with a 3.5mm audio port. There is also a 3.5mm audio output on the back of each speaker (modular “Buddy Jack” design) so you can connect a row of XMINIS.

**“Buddy-Jack”**
The "buddy jack" function enables you to connect one X-MINI to another, capable of forming an almost endless "daisy chain" of self powered, bass enhanced portable speaker system.

**Magnetic Speaker Base**
The speaker bases are magnetic, so they interlock to form the shape of an egg and can be detached easily with a simple twist and lift.

**Sub-Woofer Sound & Bass**
If you want sub-woofer sound and bass, simple twist and lift to open the Bass Xpansion System (BXS).

**LED Light**
There is a LED light that displays when the speakers are on and when they battery is low.

**Drivers**
New to the design of the X-MINIMAX2 is the open and angled drivers for a directional audio enhancement as well as a richer bass output.

**Really Loud**
These speakers are really loud! Although lightweight, they still they output sound that could be matched to a mini sub-woofer.

**Superb battery life**
They come with built-in 5V 400mAh batteries which take 2.5 hours to recharge and give up to 12 hours of playback time.

**Model Code**
XMMAX2-BLK

The X-MINIMAX2's 40mm driver, expanded BXS, extended playback time and modular “buddy-jack” design, enables it to effectively generate high quality sounds - whenever you want and wherever you are!